Abstract-We present a method for automatically extracting a health indicator of an industrial component from a set of signals measured during operation. Differently from traditional feature extraction and selection methods, which are labor-intensive and based on expert knowledge, the method proposed is automatic and completely unsupervised. Run-tofailure data collected during the component life are fed to a Sparse AutoEncoder (SAE), and the various features extracted from the hidden layer are evaluated to identify those providing the most accurate quantification of the component degradation. The method is applied to a synthetic and a bearing vibration dataset. The results show that the developed SAE-based method is able to automatically extract an efficient health indicator.
INTRODUCTION
The identification of the degradation state of an industrial component is fundamental for the development of conditionbased maintenance. Conventional methods for the definition of health indicators from measured signals are typically based on handcrafted feature design and selection processes, which require the input of experts and the use of computationally intensive trial and error approaches [1] [2] [3] .
Specifically, for identifying the degradation state of bearings from the monitoring signals, features are extracted from time-domain, frequency-domain, time-frequency domain or by using other advanced signal processing techniques [4, 5] . A novel Sparse Wavelet Reconstruction Residual (SWRR) feature, based on the use of Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) and sparse representation theory, has been defined for rolling bearing diagnostics in [6] . Features extracted using wavelet and other time-frequency transforms have been used for the identification of the bearing degradation state in [7] and [8] . Greedy search methods are applied to the feature selection problem in [9] . A wrapper feature selection approach, which integrates a Binary Differential Evolution algorithm with the K-Nearest Neighbor classifiers, has been used for assessing bearing degradation from measured vibrational signals in [10] . In [11] , a degradation indicator of slewing bearing was obtained by applying the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to fuse features extracted using statistical theory, wavelet and EMD from the vibration signal. A monotonic feature selection method based on rank mutual information was proposed in [12] to select degradation indicator of bearing. Features extracted using EMD were used for bearing performance degradation assessment in [13] .
The above-mentioned methods highly rely on experts to design handcrafted features. However, the recent development of new and cheap types of sensors and storage devices has resulted in an exponential growth of the available monitoring data [14] , which renders traditional feature extraction and selection methods difficult to apply. In this work, we present a method derived from deep learning, for the automatic definition of a health index from highdimensional data.
Deep learning aims at extracting hierarchical representations from input data by building deep neural networks with multiple layers of non-linear transformations [15] . It has been successfully applied to various areas such as computer vision [16] , automatic speech recognition [17] and natural language processing [18] . One of the most popular deep learning architecture is AutoEncoder (AE). AE is a neural network with symmetrical structure, composed of an "encoder" and a "decoder" network. The multilayer "encoder" network transforms the high-dimensional data into low-dimensional features and the "decoder" network recovers the data from the features [16] . Recently, in [19] [20] [21] AEs are used as a pre-training method to build supervised Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) for fault diagnostics, without exploiting their capability of extracting health indicators. In [22] , an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)-AE method is proposed to automatically extract degradation features; although the results obtained in the specific application are satisfactory, the authors do not explain the conditions in which the extracted features are health indicators.
In this work, we propose a novel method for the extraction of a health indicator when no information is available on the component degradation state, based on the use of SAE. Since degradation can be considered as a "monotonic" process, a SAE is trained using a run-to-failure trajectory of the monitoring data, and the most monotonic of the extracted features, which is identified by performing the Mann-Kendall test, is selected as a health indicator.
II. SPARSE AUTOENCODER AND THE PROPOSED FEATURE EXTRACTION METHOD

A. Sparse Autoencoder
An AE is a neural network composed of an encoder and a decoder, trained to replicate its input as output [16] (Fig. 1b) . Let be an unlabeled dataset containing a run-to-failure degradation trajectory for which the measurements of signals at time instants are available. The encoder aims at mapping the observation vector to a hidden representation, , whereas the decoder reconstructs the input data from the extracted features . A SAE is a variant of an AE, which encourages the extraction of discriminative features by adding a regularization term to the cost function [23] , used to set the internal weights, to constrain hidden neurons to be inactive most of the times, i.e. by requiring the sparsity of the AE.
SAEs are typically organized in multilayered 'deep' architectures ( Fig. 1) , whose training process is based on the following two steps: a layer-wise pretraining and a finetuning. Pretraining consists of learning a stack of basic AEs, each one having only a single hidden layer of features. For example, the first basic AE (bottom in Fig. 1a ) is trained to transform input to feature : (1) where , , are the encoder activation function, weight matrix and bias vector, respectively. Once the features have been obtained, they are used as "data" for training the next basic SAE which transforms to the feature vector . The procedure is repeated until the most inner basic SAE is pretrained. After pretraining, basic SAEs are "stacked" to create a deep autoencoder, which is, then, fine-tuned using the backpropagation algorithm [24] .
The training of a generic basic SAE aims at minimizing the cost function: (2) where , and are the reconstruction error, the sparsity regularization and the regularization terms, respectively, and are coefficients indicating the relative importance of the terms in the cost function. The reconstruction error, , quantifies the similarity of the reconstruction provided by the decoder with the input vector :
It has been shown that the extraction of discriminative features , is favored when the hidden neurons are constrained to be inactive most of the times, i.e. by requiring the sparsity of the AE [25] . To this aim, a sparse regularization term is added to the cost function (2). Let be the average activation of the -th neuron of the SAE hidden layer evaluated over all the training patterns :
where is the -th element of the extracted feature vector , . Since the sparsity condition requires that activation of the hidden neurons is mostly zero, most SAEs have small values of , e.g. 0.05, for all its neurons.
is, then, calculated using the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence function to measure the sparsity conditions, i.e. whether is close to a desired sparsity proportion :
Therefore, the KL function is zero when all are equal to and increases when they diverge.
The regularization term, , is introduced in (2) to prevent that becomes small during the training process, due to the increase of the weight values [26] ; it is defined by: (6) where is the SAE weight matrix. 
B. The Proposed Method for Automatic Extraction of a Health Indicator
The signals measured in an industrial system typically contain information on different characteristics such as operational, environmental, degradation and failure conditions of its components. In this work, we assume to have available signal measurements collected during at least one run-to-failure degradation trajectory and that the component degradation is somehow influencing the measured signals, i.e. signal values are functions of various factors, among which there is the component degradation level.
The SAE is trained by using a run-to-failure trajectory of monitored data. The features extracted from the most inner of the SAE layers are, then, automatically evaluated to assess their capability of describing the component degradation. Being the degradation process irreversible, we select as health indicator the most monotonic of the extracted features, which is identified by performing the Mann-Kendall (M-K) monotonicity test [27] and computing the coefficient :
where , , is the number of training patterns and is the sign function: the larger is the absolute value of , the more monotonic is the feature.
III. SYNTHETIC CASE STUDY
We consider a component characterized by a linear degradation process described by the health indicator ,
where is the intrinsic degradation rate. In order to mimic the complexity of an industrial real case, we assume that is not directly measurable, whereas there are 10 signals measured by sensors whose behaviours are influenced by the component degradation, the operational and environmental conditions, and a process noise. The operational and environmental conditions are represented by the factor: ,
where the periodic behavior describes the trend of the seasonal effects and the noise , distributed according to a gaussian probability density function , describes the stochasticity of the environmental changes. The process noise is represented by: , the operational and environmental factor, , and the process noise, , during a degradation trajectory.
The 10 measured signals are, then, obtained by combining at least 2 of the 3 factors , and by using (11). The simulated signal evolutions during the run-to-failure trajectory generated by , and are shown in Fig. 3 . The 10 signals are fed to a 4-hidden-layer SAE, formed by an encoder with layers of size 10-100-50-20-3 and a symmetric decoder. SAE hyperparameters are set following a trial and error process with the objective of maximizing the monotonicity of the most monotonic feature extracted by the 3 nodes of the most inner hidden layer. The identified best performing hyperparameters are: , , and sigmoid activation function. Fig. 4 shows the three extracted features and . Notice that is characterized by the largest M-K coefficient ( ) and shows a monotonic behavior. Therefore, can be considered a satisfactory health indicator extracted from the data. (11) It is also interesting to notice that with and with show a trend correlated to the operational and environmental factor .
IV. REAL CASE STUDY
We consider an experimental dataset taken from the Prognostics Data Repository of NASA [28] containing runto-failure bearing vibration data collected from a bearing test rig, provided by the NSF I/UCR Center for Intelligent Maintenance Systems (IMS), University of Cincinnati. During this experiment, the rotation speed is kept constant at 2000 rpm, the vibration signal acceleration along the x-axis is acquired at 20KHz with a snapshot of 20,480 samples collected every 10 min. More details on the dataset and on the experiment design can be found in [29] .
The proposed method for health indicator extraction is applied to the run-to-failure trajectory of the third bearing collected in the first experiment. The bearing fails after 35 days of operations during which 2156 snapshots of data have been collected.
Given the high dimensionality of the raw data (20480 values collected in each one of the 2156 snapshots originate ), the dataset has been pretreated by applying the Morlet 6 continuous wavelet transform [30] , and by considering as features the time average of the 1333 frequency amplitudes obtained. This data preprocessing has allowed reducing the dimensionality of each snapshot from 20,480 raw acceleration values to 1333 average frequency amplitudes.
A 4-hidden-layer SAE, formed by an encoder with layers of size 1333-1500-700-200-5 and a symmetric decoder, has been developed for the feature extraction task. The identified best performing hyperparameters are: , , and sigmoid activation function. Table I shows the coefficients of the 5 extracted features obtained by applying the M-K test. Among the extracted features, the most monotonic feature is shown in Fig. 5 , characterized by a clear monotonically increasing degradation trend from the 2000 th snapshot. Therefore, it can be considered a satisfactory health indicator of the bearing degradation. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a method for the automatic extraction of a health indicator from monitoring data collected from a degrading component. The proposed method is based on 1) the application of a sparse autoencoder to run-to-failure data; 2) the application of the Mann-Kendall test for the selection of the most inner hidden layer of the SAE. The method has been applied to a synthetic case study and to real bearing vibrational data. The obtained results show that the proposed method can automatically extract satisfactory health indicators from different types of signals, without requiring the use of expert knowledge for feature extraction. The method can be very useful in PHM practice because it relieves the analyst from the difficult task of building a health indicator by expert analysis. 
